Job Detail
Senior Level

Position Title

Data Analyst

Recruiter Company

Wahl+Case (EQIQ K.K.)

Company Name

Company name is private

Activated / Updated

2021-09-28 / 2021-12-20

Job Type

IT (Other) - Data Analyst/Data Scientist

Industry

IT - Other

Location

Asia Japan Tokyo

[ Challenge Food Delivery in Japan with Data! ]
We're supporting our client in the Food Delivery industry to build their first
Business Intelligence team in Japan. Until now they've been relying on overseas
resources to inform their business decisions, so they're now looking for Senior
Data Analysts to join them as core members creating the strategy for the
Japanese market, from making financial & loss estimates to informing business
strategy development.

Job Description

If you're interested in a senior-level individual contributor role where you can have
a direct impact on business strategy, we'd love to hear from you!
[ What you will do as a Data Analyst ]
- Provide data analysis and insight to leadership and functional teams to support
data-driven decision making, performance reviewing and growth plan in Japan
- Develop performance tracking models, key metrics and automated dashboards
to visualize performance status and find optimization points effectively
- Collect required data from a large data set, using BI tools and writing SQL
queries
- Collaborate with data engineers build robust data pipelines, and maintain clear
data structures and definitions
- Utilize business knowledge and analytical thinking to support the development of
new product lines, as well as determine how to improve operations

Company Info

[ What's great about this company? ]
- Have the chance to grow into a lead or management role as this new team grows
- Be apart of a diverse, multicultural, English-speaking team that loves food
- Enjoy remote and flexible work environment

Working Hours

Flex time

Qualifications

[ Qualifications ]
- Bachelor's or higher in Statistics, Applied Mathematics, Computer Science, or
equivalent experience
- 3+ years' Data Analysis experience
- 3+ years experience writing SQL queries
- Proficiency with BI tools, especially Tableau
- Permission to work in Japan
[ Welcome Skills / Experience ]
- Experience in Python, R, or other programming languages
- Experience in the e-commerce, food delivery, or logistics industry
- Proficiency in Japanese
- A passion for food!

English Level

Fluent (TOEIC 865-)

Japanese Level

None

Salary

Depends on experience

Salary Description

Social Insurance
Commuting/ Transportation Allowance

Holiday Description

Five-Day Workweek
Paid Holidays
Winter Holidays

Job Contract Period

Fulltime, permanent position

Nearest Station

Roppungi Station
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